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Insuring the intangible

Sectors 
we work 
with

With the growth of 24-hour news services and the public’s 
seemingly insatiable appetite for headlines, combined with 
today’s hyper-connected world dominated by mobile devices 
and social media, the threat of damage to a company’s most 
valuable intangible asset – its reputation – has never been 
more tangible.

Previously considered an uninsurable intangible exposure, our 
goal is to make transferring corporate reputational risk more 
accessible, understandable, relevant and cost effective.

We take a step-by-step, collaborative and measured approach 
between the client, broker and underwriter that makes the 
potentially complex simple, quantifiable and insurable.

Food & beverage, 
restaurant and fast 

food chains

Healthcare Education



Benefits

• Assist the C-Suite in managing financial volatility and
protecting market cap

• Transfer risk of financial losses, previously considered
uninsurable

• Quick liquidity in a crisis scenario, at more attractive terms
than on offer from banks or investors

• Valuable signalling tool in demonstrating a robust approach
to reputational risk management

• Range of solutions available tailored to the specific needs
of the client

• Ability to access via a captive

Tourism, hotels 
and airlines

Entertainment 
and sports

Sharing 
economy

Retail including 
fashion, luxury 

goods, cosmetics 
and toys



Solutions available

Named perils business interruption 
Bespoke coverage for reputational harm and loss of profits 
arising from adverse media events, including cyber incidents, 
product quality issues, employee negligence, celebrity endorser 
disgrace, supplier disgrace and more. Coverage also includes 
crisis management costs to help manage a public relations 
response, mitigating the potential impact.

All risks business interruption 
Designed to provide sleep easy protection for black swan 
events. Key exclusions include cyber, product quality issues 
and systemic events. A pre-agreed revenue drop trigger 
enables quick payment in the event of loss, without the need 
for complex loss adjusting. Coverage also includes crisis 
management costs.

Parametric protection
Intended for larger public companies and typically accessed via 
a captive, this unique solution utilises a ‘reputation value’ index, 
which has been constructed using nearly 20 years’ worth of 
publicly available data from an independent commercial data 
aggregator. 

All policies backed by Lloyd’s A rated market capacity 
(A.M. Best).



Key contacts

Richard Coyle

T  +44 20 7031 2496
M  +44 7469 154 615
richard.coyle@miller-insurance.com

John Eltham

T  +44 20 7031 2689
T  +44 7733 001 307
john.eltham@miller-insurance.com



About Miller
Since Miller was founded in 1902, we have gone from strength 
to strength because of our unwavering focus on delivering an 
exceptional standard of service to our clients.

We are known for doing the right thing, delivering on our 
promises and working as one team.

Today, we are a leading specialist (re)insurance broking 
partnership, headquartered in London with more than 
650 people across our UK and international operations.

Chartered Insurance Brokers

T  +44 20 7488 2345
F  +44 20 7702 3555
miller-insurance.com
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We are Chartered Insurance Brokers, publicly 
committed to a customer-first approach and values 
that align with a professional Code of Ethics. We’ll 
provide solutions relevant to your needs, maintaining 
our knowledge through qualifications and ongoing 
professional development.


